
Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise: Learning 

 

1. occurs when a strong conditioned stimulus is paired with a neutral stimulus, causing the neutral stimulus to become a 

second conditioned stimulus 

 2. the reinforcement of each and every correct response 

 

3. referring to the tendency of animals to learn certain associations, such as taste and nausea, with only one or few pairings 

due to the survival value of the learning 

 

4. emotional response that has become classically conditioned to occur to learned stimuli, such as a fear of dogs or the 

emotional reaction that occurs when seeing an attractive person 

 5. learning new behavior by watching a model perform that behavior 

 6. a naturally occurring stimulus that leads to an involuntary (reflex) response 

 7. stimulus that produces a learned reflex response by being paired with the original unconditioned stimulus 

 

8. the tendency to stop making a generalized response to a stimulus that is similar to the original conditioned stimulus 

because the similar stimulus is never paired with the unconditioned stimulus 

 9. learning that remains hidden until its application becomes useful 

 10. any event or object that, when following a response, increases the likelihood of that response occurring again 

 

11. schedule of reinforcement in which the interval of time that must pass before reinforcement becomes possible is different 

for each trial or event 

 

12. the disappearance or weakening of a learned response following removal or absence of the unconditioned stimulus (in 

classical conditioning) or the removal of a reinforcer (operant conditioning) 

 13. the reinforcement of a response by the addition or experiencing of a pleasurable stimulus 

 14. tendency for an animal's behavior to revert to genetically controlled patterns 

 15. schedule of reinf. in which the interval of time that must pass before reinforcement becomes possible is always the same 

 16. the reinforcement of simple steps in behavior  that lead to a desired, more complex behavior 

 17. any event or stimulus following a response that increases the probability that the response will occur again  

 

18. development of a nausea or aversive response to a particular taste because that taste was followed by a nausea reaction, 

occurring after only one association 

 19. the reinforcement of a response by the removal, escape from, or avoidance of an unpleasant stimulus 

 20. stimulus that has no effect on the desired response 

 21. learning to make an involuntary response to a stimulus other than the natural stimulus that normally produces the reflex 

 22. sudden perception of relationships among various parts of a problem, allowing the solution to the problem 

 23. any reinforcer that is naturally reinforcing by meeting a basic biological need, such as hunger, thirst, or touch 

 24. schedule of reinforcement in which the number of  responses required for reinforcement is always the same 

 25. any reinforcer that becomes reinforcing after being paired with a primary reinforcer, such as praise, tokens, etc 

 26. the learning of voluntary behavior through the effects  of pleasant and unpleasant consequences to responses 

 27. schedule of reinforcement in which the number of responses required for reinforcement is always different 

 28. the punishment of a response by the addition or experiencing of an unpleasant stimulus 

 29. stimulus that provides an organism with a cue for making a certain response in order to obtain reinforcement 

 30. any event or object that, when following a response, makes that response less likely to happen again 

 31. the punishment of a response by the removal of a pleasurable stimulus 

 32. tendency to respond to a stimulus (that is similar to the conditioned stimulus) with the conditioned response 

 33. learned reflex response to a conditioned stimulus 

 34. an involuntary (reflex) response to a naturally occurring or unconditioned stimulus 

 35. the reappearance of a learned response after extinction has occurred 
 

a.  classical conditioning b.  unconditioned stimulus c.  unconditioned response d.  conditioned stimulus 

e.  neutral stimulus f.  conditioned response g.  stimulus generalization h.  stimulus discrimination 

i.  extinction j.  reinforcer k.  spontaneous recovery l.  higher-order conditioning 

m.  conditioned emotional response n.  observational learning o.  conditioned taste aversion p.  biological preparedness 

q.  operant conditioning r.  reinforcement s.  primary reinforcer t.  secondary reinforcer 

u.  positive reinforcement v.  negative reinforcement w.  punishment x.  positive punishment 

y.  negative punishment z.  shaping aa.  instinctive drift bb.  continuous reinforcement 

cc.  fixed interval schedule dd. variable interval schedule ee.  fixed ratio schedule ff.  variable ratio schedule 

gg. discriminative stimulus hh. latent learning ii.  insight learning  

 



Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise: Learning 

L 

1. occurs when a strong conditioned stimulus is paired with a neutral stimulus, causing the neutral stimulus to become a 

second conditioned stimulus 

BB 2. the reinforcement of each and every correct response 

P 

3. referring to the tendency of animals to learn certain associations, such as taste and nausea, with only one or few pairings 

due to the survival value of the learning 

M 

4. emotional response that has become classically conditioned to occur to learned stimuli, such as a fear of dogs or the 

emotional reaction that occurs when seeing an attractive person 

N 5. learning new behavior by watching a model perform that behavior 

B 6. a naturally occurring stimulus that leads to an involuntary (reflex) response 

D 7. stimulus that produces a learned reflex response by being paired with the original unconditioned stimulus 

H 

8. the tendency to stop making a generalized response to a stimulus that is similar to the original conditioned stimulus 

because the similar stimulus is never paired with the unconditioned stimulus 

HH 9. learning that remains hidden until its application becomes useful 

J 10. any event or object that, when following a response, increases the likelihood of that response occurring again 

DD 

11. schedule of reinforcement in which the interval of time that must pass before reinforcement becomes possible is different 

for each trial or event 

I 

12. the disappearance or weakening of a learned response following removal or absence of the unconditioned stimulus (in 

classical conditioning) or the removal of a reinforcer (operant conditioning) 

U 13. the reinforcement of a response by the addition or experiencing of a pleasurable stimulus 

AA 14. tendency for an animal's behavior to revert to genetically controlled patterns 

CC 15. schedule of reinf. in which the interval of time that must pass before reinforcement becomes possible is always the same 

Z 16. the reinforcement of simple steps in behavior  that lead to a desired, more complex behavior 

R 17. any event or stimulus following a response that increases the probability that the response will occur again  

O 

18. development of a nausea or aversive response to a particular taste because that taste was followed by a nausea reaction, 

occurring after only one association 

V 19. the reinforcement of a response by the removal, escape from, or avoidance of an unpleasant stimulus 

E 20. stimulus that has no effect on the desired response 

A 21. learning to make an involuntary response to a stimulus other than the natural stimulus that normally produces the reflex 

II 22. sudden perception of relationships among various parts of a problem, allowing the solution to the problem 

S 23. any reinforcer that is naturally reinforcing by meeting a basic biological need, such as hunger, thirst, or touch 

EE 24. schedule of reinforcement in which the number of  responses required for reinforcement is always the same 

T 25. any reinforcer that becomes reinforcing after being paired with a primary reinforcer, such as praise, tokens, etc 

Q 26. the learning of voluntary behavior through the effects  of pleasant and unpleasant consequences to responses 

FF 27. schedule of reinforcement in which the number of responses required for reinforcement is always different 

X 28. the punishment of a response by the addition or experiencing of an unpleasant stimulus 

GG 29. stimulus that provides an organism with a cue for making a certain response in order to obtain reinforcement 

W 30. any event or object that, when following a response, makes that response less likely to happen again 

Y 31. the punishment of a response by the removal of a pleasurable stimulus 

G 32. tendency to respond to a stimulus (that is similar to the conditioned stimulus) with the conditioned response 

F 33. learned reflex response to a conditioned stimulus 

C 34. an involuntary (reflex) response to a naturally occurring or unconditioned stimulus 

K 35. the reappearance of a learned response after extinction has occurred 
 

a.  classical conditioning b.  unconditioned stimulus c.  unconditioned response d.  conditioned stimulus 

e.  neutral stimulus f.  conditioned response g.  stimulus generalization h.  stimulus discrimination 

i.  extinction j.  reinforcer k.  spontaneous recovery l.  higher-order conditioning 

m.  conditioned emotional response n.  observational learning o.  conditioned taste aversion p.  biological preparedness 

q.  operant conditioning r.  reinforcement s.  primary reinforcer t.  secondary reinforcer 

u.  positive reinforcement v.  negative reinforcement w.  punishment x.  positive punishment 

y.  negative punishment z.  shaping aa.  instinctive drift bb. continuous reinforcement 

cc.  fixed interval schedule dd. variable interval schedule ee.  fixed ratio schedule ff.  variable ratio schedule 

gg. discriminative stimulus hh. latent learning ii.  insight learning  

 


